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Remarks

Claims 1-11 are pending in the application. Claims 1-11 are rejected. All

rejections are respectfully traversed.

A network including sensor nodes connected to each by a single shared

wireless communications channel executes the following media access

control protocol in each node so that network access is using a distributed

frame structure. Each node monitors the channel for a period of time equal

to at least a length of a frame. A frame length is predetermined and depends

on network conditions. The frame is partitioned into time slots by each node.

A particular time slot is marked by each node as occupied if the channel has

a carrier signal during the time slot and, otherwise, the time slot is marked as

available. The nodes only transmit a packet during available time slots. The

frame structure is updated on a periodic basis by each node if a configuration

of the network changes over time.

4. 1 fs mjedsd ynder 35 U,S.G, 1 0^(9) as being unjpatefiiabt© over Drucker

(5,51 1,110) in view of Hammel et al. (7,149,183).

In Drucker, the monitoring of the channel is performed by some centralized

controller not at each of the mobile units. Drucker gives various examples of

where the controller may reside, see column 6:

late ^vjEiuB me ceuuiar systcsss, ueaeraity, oacft lomafa

coatrdl charmei \m its own controfe, bat sossis celUjl&t

ayMeiDS SRiShS be «)!iiigiired s(! thaJ each fontKslier is

asstidgled wifh a p!tK»iily of fonvard control chaatseSs or,

^ atJjesRjasiveJys ibst s sSagk contsroSer controls the fm«5ra!S«

siofis on all forwatid conm>] chsinBsIs m the system. M any

case, each forward costrai dtannd is related x& a CDntmller

ibai receives Itisttxtclion ftxitsi the MTSO. The iustraetiotis
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That is, the controller is in a base station, a centralized switching office, or

alternatively, some single controller that controls allforward control signals.

Nowhere does Drucker describe a controller in the mobile units.

Drucker distinguishes the forward control signal as being from the base

station to the mobile unit or nodes at column 6:

ovfsrhcad messageji; iQ each niobtie unit, Tkis. forward ccjntTol

channel is distictci ficea the other radio ehaanels, wMeh 53

actually carry the voice commamcaUoas betwetm s mobile

unil and another mobtis imit oj a land Iwie telephone. Each

base stsiios may Mvs mote ihan one forward co»ttol

dlDamd iipoa wMeh pago twi be oars^d, Fc^r dtinty haW"
ever, this discussion will ^soine thai.mM s^Uon tias ^
one- for%>ard c«tJtnol ehanneL

It is clear from Drucker that the controller operates on the forward channel,

generally known in the art as the downlink from the base station to the

mobile.

It is clear from Drucker that each mobile unit (node) does not include a

controller, and that each node does not monitor the channel.

In Drucker, slot assignment is cenfralized, and not distributed as in the

claimed invention. The slot assignment is handled entirely by the confroller.
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At column 7, as cited by the Examiner, Drucker describes how the controller

determines slot assignments:

7
eKCCUie a simkir procMurs. Asstitiing tJiat the MTSO isss

reeeivetJ a p&g^ for a snobile unsi:, the^ MTSO sends a

iflfissage iisslrucling She C0iltfijy.ef lo transirsit a page m the

called jsofciie nmt At bo». $h the contwjlier ;recd-ves- the

pltg6 iititnsCli&£i ft&m the ^!TSO. Al h&x. S3, ^tat e^£Ltfd.ler 5
deiemomes the pagifif slot 37ts~P the called mobile ynit

is assigned, thm deleniiiJiation ma;^' be based on a daia base

contained within the coniroUer, a dedacdon based uptias the

mobMe uuk's idi£ntiic3.tion nQmhc^, or infbnnation providesd

hv the MI^O as part of the mstmcticiift recBived at bos SI,
^ ^

At box 55 Ihe tosstrdlkr attempJs to place the page in the

assigned pagmg slot of the n«utt iratne. Tlw; cofitmiler may
tecdve se-veml page ijssfeia^tiens mMti t\ gives fraffie p&nod
£or mobiles assigfssd ^& this mm p^gwsg Thus^, at box

SS, fm t^h page*, the contmU^ dN^^^nsiiie^ if th& ^sigfied

piiKg slot for that particular called mobtie unit h avallabk

or already 'Reserved" another page. Jf the assigned

pgir!g sJoc k a^vsdi^le, si box 0, the coiitmliar plmm the

page Into the a^isigtjed paging ?lot. When it i.ij time^ to

Jrajt&rnit (be next ftamc it is iratismittei:!. the fomard

Specifically, from the above section, this determination may be based on:

1 . a database contained within the controller,

2. a deduction based upon the mobile unit's identification number, or

3. information provided by the MTSO as part of the instruction received

at box 51, see Figure 3.

Nowhere at column 7 does Drucker describe monitoring a channel for a

period equal to at least a frame length. Nowhere in Drucker, does each node

determine slot assignments by each node in a distributed manner as claimed.
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In Drucker, the centralized controller at the base station marks the slots, not

the distributed nodes, see Figure 1 . Each node in Drucker does not mark

slots. The mobile units in Drucker have absolutely no control over slot

assignments as claimed.

Hammel is also silent on each node monitoring, partitioning, marking and

transmitting. Thus, Drucker, in combination with Hammel, does not make

the claimed invention obvious.

B. CSssms 2-9 are rajeciEed under 35 U,S,C, 1 0S{a5 as beesig unpatentabte m^t the

combined sysiem (DaiCker « Hammel} in vsew of (An Enercty-EfficieEit: MAC Protocctt for

Wir^ss Sensor Networks, Wet Y«, John H«id«manfi, Deborali Estnrt),

With respect to claims 2 and 3, Wei does not describe sensor nodes or ad-hoc

networks where each node monitors, partitions, marks, and transmits using

the distributed frame structure.

With respect to claim 4, Drucker does not describe that the packet is

transmitted periodically by the node during the available time slot. Instead,

"at box 85, the mobile unit will be in ON mode and monitoring (listening to)

the forward control channel during that time period in which its assigned

paging slot is being transmitted (by the base station)." Thus, box 85 does not

describe the node transmitting. Instead box 85 describes the node

"monitoring." Monitoring a channel does not make the periodic transmission

as claimed obvious.
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With respect to claim 5, the Examiner's comments reiterate that it is the

controller at the base station that is doing the monitoring to determine

whether a slot is available for the mobile unit. It is not the node itself that is

doing the monitoring. Furthermore, Drucker does not describe sensor nodes

sensing events.

With respect to claim 6, Drucker describes synchronizingyrawe^" to a

synchronization word. Claimed are slots within a frame synchronized to

each other.

With respect to claim 7, Hammel describes updating data records 402.

Claimed is the monitoring and marking of time slots.

With respect to claim 8, Hammel has nothing to do with monitoring

channels to determine available time slots.

With respect to claim 9, as stated above, the nodes in Drucker do not mark.

1 5. Claims 1 0-1 1 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over

the combined system (Drucker- Hammel) in view of Welles, li et al. {5,891,980)

As to claim 10, the combrned system (Dmcker - Hammel) discloses the imitations of

daim 1 above.

With respect to claim 10, Welles describes resynchronizing clocks. Claimed

are packets transmitted at different rates.
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In Welles, a slave reports an ID to a master. Claimed is a node (slave)

learning the identities of other nodes in the network.

It is believed that this application is now in condition for allowance. A

notice to this effect is respectfully requested. Should further questions arise

concerning this application, the Examiner is invited to call Applicants'

attorney at the number listed below. Please charge any shortage in fees due

in connection with the filing of this paper to Deposit Account 50-0749 .

Respectfully submitted,

Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories, Inc.

By
/Dirk Brinkman/

Dirk Brinkman

Attorney for the Assignee

Reg. No. 35,460

201 Broadway, 8* Floor

Cambridge, MA 02139

Telephone: (617) 621-7517

Customer No. 022199
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